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The symposium held in Quito in March 1982 (see Noticias 38, pp. 18-21) has evoked several commentaries 
(Noticias 37, pp. 14-17; Noticias 39, pp. 20-23, pp. 28-30). This type offeedback is very important for the 
Foundation and helps the Darwin Station and the National Park Service to reach sound decisions. 
The reintroduction of native animals in deteriorated environments is complicated. I agree with John 
Faaborg (Noticias 39) that it would be beautiful to have the majestic Galapagos Hawk (Buteo 
galapagoensis) back on San Crist6bal and Floreana. If it ever did occur there. I have found no definite 
records!). Faaborg states: "I can envision no major natural problems with introducing these birds on 
empty islands where the species occurred previously ... In terms of diet, the hawk is generalized enough to 
adapt to about any combination of available foods on these islands, while all the prey species have 
coexisted with hawks for many years in the past". 
But there are conflicting interests which were discussed at the Quito meeting. 
Extinction of the hawk on San Crist6bal, ifit did formerly occur there, most probably was caused by direct 
action of man; but at the same time, it must be remembered, their main prey, the Galapagos Dove and the 
native Galapagos rat (Oryzomys galapagoensis) have likewise been exterminated or severely depleted. 
Hawks would have to feed on lizards, finches, mockingbirds, marine iguanas and at times on the placenta 
of sealions, all prey items which are not abundant on San Crist6bal. I have always wondered why not even 
a small population of hawks has survived in the north of San Crist6bal (Punta Pitt), far away from any 
human settlements. On Santa Cruz, after more than 50 years of human colonization, 2-3 pairs still survive 
around Conway Bay, in the northwestern part of the island, away from man. Is it perhaps due to a lack of 
adequate prey that there is no comparable situation on San Crist6bal? 
Floreana presents other conflicting conservation problems. Although hawks would take an occasional 
black rat, their main prey would be placenta of sea lion (periodically), marine iguanas, lizards and ground 
finches. They might also make excursions to the nearby islets of Gardner, Caldwell and Enderby to prey 
on the young sea birds, mainly boobies. A hawk population based around Punta Cormorant could visit 
tiny Champion Island, or even establish itself on Champion and make visits to Floreana (just as the 
resident pair of hawks on Gardner-near-Hood hunt on mainland Hood). What then, would be the 
consequence for this miniature satelite of Floreana? 
At the Quito meeting there were conflicting opinions on whether it was the hawk that should be re-
introduced to Floreana or the Charles Mockingbird, a species which is now extinct on Charles (Floreana) 
Island itself, from which it took its name. This species has probably the smallest population of any 
Galapagos land bird; one might perhaps argue that the Mangrove Finch is even lower in numbers but 
certainly the Charles Mockingbird is confined to the smallest area. The presence of hawks would hardly 
improve its prospects of survival. 
It was such considerations as these that led to the symposium's 12th resolution: "That the re-introduction 
of native organisms in deteriorated areas has no priority." 
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